2000 honda accord main relay

The Honda Accord Main Relay can cause you major head aches when it goes bad. It can leave
you high and dry at the most inconvenient time or place. Not only have I seen go bad myself on
numerous occasions, but I hear about this a lot on other Honda vehicles! When it goes bad, one
of the main solder joints inside the relay gets old and deteriorates and prevents contact which
will not allow power to travel through the Main Relay out to vital components under the hood
which will prevent your Honda Accord from starting. For example, your Honda Accord starts
great in the morning, drive around town, stop a the grocery store or the gas station and the
vehicle no longer starts up after a hot soak. When this happens, the engine will crank over
because the starting circuit is still good, but the Idle Air Control Valve, Fuel Injectors and Fuel
Pump will not have battery voltage because of this bad Main Relay. This will obviously prevent
your Engine from getting fuel in your Honda Accord and will result in your no start condition.
On most Honda Accords, the Main Relay is located on the dash on the drivers hand side usually
to the left of the steering column. Some are located to the right of the column. This Main relay is
very easy to replace yourself. It is usually clipped in and or held in place by one or two screws
10 mm screws or nuts. Main relay location On most Honda Accords, the Main Relay is located
on the dash on the drivers hand side usually to the left of the steering column. Not every
problem with an engine refusing to start is the same. That's why we call figuring out what's
wrong with your car "troubleshooting" rather than just "fixing. Here is what this owner
experienced:. In this case, the owner replaced the fuel pump , but the problem was elsewhere.
Don't be discouraged when this happens. Although it costs more money when you have to
replace multiple parts in your car to solve a problem, this is the burden of the DIY mechanic.
And think of all the money you've saved by working on your own car! A bad fuel pump causes a
sputtering type of stall, not an out-and-out lack of spark. This owner's car just "quit," and one
reason for that might be a problem with the main relayâ€”an electronic device that opens and
closes the fuel supply to the engine. Other Causes of a no-Spark Engine. There are three
primary things that will keep the engine from getting a spark: A bad ignition coil, a bad igniter,
and a bad distributor. The resistance should be about 0. It can also be bench tested out of the
car. As for the igniter, if the tachometer is working, then the igniter is okay. Here is the
procedure for checking the igniter. If the coil and igniter check out as good, then replace the
distributor. Check for codes in the power-train control module. That will help pinpoint the
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